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Police “Union” Gets Multimillion Dollar
Contract with Minimal Concessions
Two Years After Movement to Invest Funds
Away from Cops, City Intends to Hire 134 More
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Police Shoot, Kill Man in SW Portland...
on Same Day White Supremacist Kills
Black Lives Matter Protestor

n Saturday, February 19, two high profile events took place
leaving two people dead. The first was when Portland
n early February, the City of Portland and the Portland Police
Police Acting Sergeant Zachary Kenney (#44439) and
Association (PPA) came to an
Officer Reynaldo Guevara (#60587) shot and killed Joel
agreement on a four year contract
Michael Arevalo, 30, after they claim he would not take his
which brings a windfall to the
Oregonian, February 9
hands out of his pants
roughly 800 line officers, Sergeants
when commanded to
and Detectives of somewhere
do so. Not long
between $28 million and $56
afterward, as the
million. Some progress was made
Justice for Patrick
in improving police accountability,
Kimmons movement
but not enough to justify the
payoff. The City’s calculations for $5000 retention bonuses in
set up to march for
2022 and $2000 in 2024 show they expect there to be another
police accountability
134 officers added to the fold in those two years, despite strong
in Normandale Park
daily protests in 2020 which helped
in NE Portland, a
The bonuses for 2022 are
white supremacist
$4,770,000, which comes out to lead to redirection of police funds
Oregonlive posted an article humanizing
$5000 for 954 PPA members.
toward other services to keep the
yelled at people
Joel Michael Arevalo on March 5
The 2024 bonus of $2000 per community safe. On the bright side,
preparing
ELECTION
cop comes to $2,176,000,
a cornerstone of the previous
to block traffic, then pulled out a gun and
INFORMATION:
which is for 1088 cops.
contract, the “retire/rehire
shot four people, killing one. The Portland
Portland Copwatch and
program,” led to just two of 81 eligible cops even expressing community allies have posted
Police Bureau (PPB) released incorrect
questionnaires for City
information and the City seemed to
interest (Oregonian, January 26). The City set aside almost candidate
Council and Multnomah County
downplay that this was a politically motivated
$500,000 in the fall to rehire recently retired cops.
Sheriff candidates online at
<tinyurl.com/
crime. Meanwhile, two families of people
The process for renewing this contract began in late 2019
CWqre22>
killed by the PPB filed suit. (continued on p. 6)
with community forums, followed by mixed (continued on p. 11)
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US Department of Justice, Compliance Officer Never Saw Racist, Politically Biased Crowd Training Slides
Community Committee Sends Detailed Complaint to City About Troubling Materials, Avoids 60 Day Suspension

D

uring the summer of 2020, people lit actual fireworks and threw them at the downtown Federal Courthouse. There may be
metaphoric fireworks there on April 29* when Judge Michael Simon holds a “Fairness Hearing” to determine whether the
proposed remedies to the City’s falling out of compliance with the US Department of Justice (DOJ) Settlement Agreement
are “fair, adequate and reasonable.” Portland and the DOJ were singing kumbaya about the nine proposed remedies at the end of 2021
(PPR #85), but on January 14, that all changed when the City released a Powerpoint
presentation used to train officers in crowd control. There was a lot of focus on the
slideshow’s last image, mocking leftist activists and encouraging police to do violence
to them, but other problems are peppered (pun intended) throughout the presentation.
The DOJ and the Compliance Officer/Community Liaison (COCL) expressed outrage
they had never seen the training materials before. In turn, the Portland Committee on
Community Engaged Policing (PCCEP) were angered by both the slide and that these
Mayor Wheeler at
PCCEP
two oversight bodies with full access to PPB documents never saw the 2018 training
slides until January 2022. The PCCEP took this strong stand while struggling to stay afloat, as they only have seven of thirteen
seats filled and their two main staff people each left in February and March. At their March meeting, Mayor Ted Wheeler threatened
to suspend PCCEP’s activities for 60 days, but recanted a week later after the group’s vote against suspension. Also, the COCL released
a report on the Bureau’s progress in the third quarter of 2021, as usual mixing important concerns with evasions of key issues.
The nine remedies were presented to City Council for a vote in early February, a few weeks after the slide deck was
released. Despite lingering community concerns about the implementation of body worn cameras for officers and how a new
civilian “dean” of training will be integrated with the sworn staff, the proposal was adopted unanimously. One holdup on the
body camera policy: it has to be negotiated with the Portland
inside • Joint Terrorism Task Force Report at Council..2
Police
Association (see above left, and p. 5). (continued on p. 5)
this • “Independent” Police Review cut loose...3
issue • Officer Hunzeker fired over leaked report ...4
*- a few days after this issue goes to press.
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Spying by Police: Joint Terrorism Task Force Report Gets Revised, Goes to Council
Audit Finds Illegal Data; FBI Spied on Portland Protests; Environmentalists Sue; Boulder CO Gets JTTF
ortunately, the community groups who organized to testify about
Fgoodthis
year’s Joint Terrorism Task Force Report to City Council had a
reason to rewrite prepared remarks prior to the hearing: the

Wheeler, who had previously ended the ability for the
community to testify about Reports, stated at the opening there
was “confusion” about whether the Council had to take public
Council requested the Police Bureau take the original Report back
testimony or to vote to accept the Report, but implied he
and do more work on it prior to coming before them. The unusual
was being generous in allowing both to happen. In the
action led to a delay of the hearing from January 26 to February 1-*
previous two years since Portland changed its relationship
and came in part as a result of the community groups holding a
to the JTTF, the Council has voted (PPRs #80 and 83). And
news conference on January 25,
the Mayor himself said all Reports
pointing out the inadequacy and bias in
would now include public testimony,
the original version. On April 6, the
after a push from groups in the JTTF
Auditor found the Criminal Intelligence
campaign in November (PPR #85). The
Unit (CIU) had improperly collected
ability to speak directly to Council was
information on Black Lives Matter
much appreciated after organizers
protestors. In other spying-related news,
resorted to a mock City Council
two stories came up in mid-December
hearing with empty seats representing
as we headed to press last time. The first
Commissioners in 2020 and a live
was a lawsuit filed by environmental
commentary during the 2021 hearing.
activists about spying done by Oregon
The Auditor’s report found the CIU,
law enforcement connected to the
which includes the two officers who
Commissioner Jo Ann Hardesty (R) challenged Sgt. Pete
state’s “fusion center” as they organized
have clearance to work with the JTTF,
Simpson about the JTTF report on Feb. 1 (Citynet 30)
against a pipeline in the southern part
had collected information using
of the state (Oregon Public Broadcasting, December 14). The second
personal cell phones and social media without reasonable
was that the FBI had undercover officers embedded in the racial
suspicion of criminal conduct. They say “the Portland Police
justice protests in Portland from 2020 until 2021— after Joe Biden
Bureau provided no guidance for officers at protests about what
had been sworn in as President. And in related, but not local news,
information they could collect” and the information was kept
community groups in Boulder, CO looked to Portland’s struggle
past allowable deadlines. Furthermore, of 37 kinds of technology
against the Joint Terrorism Task Force (JTTF) to try stopping their
the Bureau uses to collect information, they only have policies
City Council from approving their police joining the JTTF.
for 16. Unfortunately, the audit only vaguely addressed a concern
Unfortunately, on February 1 their Council voted 6-3 to let it happen.
raised by the public about the PPB sharing information with other
The Portland news conference featured speakers from Unite
agencies (especially federal ones); there was no investigation
Oregon, the ACLU of Oregon, local attorney Brandon Mayfield (the
into whether protestors’ personal info was given to the JTTF.
survivor of improper FBI spying—PPR #33), Portland Japanese
The people suing the TITAN Fusion Center, which
American Citizens League (JACL) and 350 PDX. This led to news
supposedly is a place for federal, state and local law
stories the day before the originally planned hearing in the Oregonian
enforcement to share information to prevent another 9/11, say
and on Oregon Public Broadcasting (OPB). By the next morning,
they were improperly spied upon while trying to prevent the
the hearing had been postponed.
Jordan Cove Liquid Natural Gas project (PPR #78). Those
The original JTTF Report gave scant details on the cases the
suing include members of the Klamath Tribes and the Oregon
Portland Police Bureau (PPB) sent to the FBI as possible “terrorism,”
Women’s Land Trust (Oregonian, December 15). As a basis
and included a pagelong pseudo-analysis about how the end of the
for the suit, they cited information gathered pertaining to their
war in Afghanistan meant the US was more vulnerable to attacks.
political, religious or social beliefs in violation of Oregon law
The revised version took out that editorializing and expanded on the
181A.250, the same law which organizers relied on to have
explanations of the cases, which included a threat against Mayor
Portland leave the JTTF both in 2005 and 2019.
Wheeler which was deemed harmless. There were also people who
News about the FBI having undercover agents at protests
were somehow assumed to be terrorists because they were involved
wasn’t surprising, but made headlines in the New York Times
in setting a fire at the Portland Police Association headquarters, one
(December 22). The article reveals the agents were “furtively
person who fired a gun toward and another who broke glass at the
videotaping,” but also notes court documents said agents in plain
federal building, all of which seemed like criminal acts the PPB should
clothes helped identify someone who threw a Molotov cocktail
have investigated on their own— and apparently did. There was
in 2020 and others protesting on inauguration day in 2021. Court
another case where someone made an empty threat against a school,
records show Oregon State Trooper Christopher Schinnerer, who
and an update on a case which wasn’t fully explained last year in
is in the JTTF, tracked the movements around the country of
which a text message threat to a “religious leader” was turned over to
Molotov cocktail suspect Malik Muhammed (OPB, March 28).
authorities in Florida, where the threat originated. The FBI asked for
Members of the Boulder NAACP chapter and the Rocky
PPB’s help in only one case: a threat of a non-existent bomb at a school.
Mountain Peace and Justice Center were among 21 people who
Most of the groups involved in the news conference also testified
tried to get their nominally progressive City Council to reject
before City Council, along with Portland Copwatch, and local chapters
their police chief’s request for a Memorandum of Understanding
of the Council on American Islamic Relations (CAIR), the League of
with the FBI to join the JTTF. The Boulder Council agreed to
Women Voters, and Veterans For Peace. Council members Jo Ann
modify the memo— by requiring annual reports and that the
Hardesty and Carmen Rubio acknowledged that community concerns
one Boulder cop involved would follow city policies (Boulder
led to the updated report. Hardesty was clearly disturbed, as the first
Daily Camera, February 24). This all sounds very familiar.
Black woman on the Council and someone who has received a lot of
Watch the Portland news conference at youtube.com/peaceandjusticeworks .
threats, that the PPB alerted the FBI about the threat to Wheeler and
*- The Council normally meets only on Wednesday or Thursday, but
none of those against her. CAIR called for the FBI to pay more attention
held a special session on a Tuesday morning to get the Report heard as
close as possible to its required January date.
to white supremacists.
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Independent Police Review Cut Loose by Auditor
Staff Puts Appeal on Hold, Releases Crowd Report; Two Work Groups Focus on Body Cameras

T

he reason Portland Copwatch (PCW) puts the word “Independent” in quotes when referring to Portland’s
oversight system, the “Independent” Police Review (IPR), is that the body does not have the ability to
compel officer testimony in order to investigate misconduct. Therefore, it is still dependent on the police. In
late January, the word took on new meaning as the elected City Auditor, Mary Hull Caballero, announced her office would no
longer run the nearly 21 year old division, due to a dispute with Portland City Council about how to transition IPR out of existence
when the new oversight board created by referendum is in place (p. 4). The City’s plan, released a month and a half later, shows IPR
not attached to any City office, which makes the office independent in another way. In early April, IPR released a report about the
use of force at protests in 2020, generally repeating information that was already published elsewhere. Meanwhile, the Citizen
Review Committee (CRC), which is housed under IPR, was set to hear an appeal about police misconduct at a protest action at its
February meeting, but hours before the meeting started IPR Director Ross Caldwell announced that because the appellant’s attorney
had new evidence, the hearing would be postponed. PCW believes this decision should have been made by the community members
on CRC. The CRC’s only other activities have been through their Work Groups, both of which have been looking at recommendations
about police body cameras, while the Policy Work Group also talked more about improving CRC’s guidelines for hearings.
Auditor Washes Her Hands
The history of Portland’s oversight system resembles a “hot potato.” The first board, the Portland Internal Investigations Auditing
Committee (PIIAC), was technically the City Council, but its citizen advisors answered to the Auditor’s office. PIIAC’s shortcomings
became a liability after the shooting of 12 year old Nathan Thomas in 1992. Mayor Vera Katz took over supervision in 1994,
despite also being the police commissioner (PPR #11). After several cases where the Police Chief rebuffed City Council’s
recommended findings and a violent crackdown on May Day protestors, Mayor Katz organized a Work Group to design a
new system (PPR #21). Rather than implement that system, she kicked the responsibility
Despite Portland Copwatch pointing out
back to the Auditor’s office, where Gary Blackmer drew up plans for what became the IPR
that the case of former PPB Sgt. Liana Reyna
(PPR #24). IPR was placed back into the Auditor’s office. The introduction of Ballot Measure
(PPR #82) should have returned to the CRC
26-217 by City Council in 2020 led to an ongoing dispute between Hull Caballero and
for a supplemental hearing once additional
investigation was completed, that appeal was
Council about the future of IPR, culminating in the abdication.
dropped. The Compliance Officer for the US
While the idea of IPR being an actual independent agency not answering to an elected
Department of Justice, who should at least
office is intriguing, it must be noted that the new Board envisioned by the ballot measure is
have taken IPR to task for taking 10 months to
made up of community members who will hire and fire the director. The City’s plan now
return the new investigation rather than the
leaves Caldwell without a supervisor at all. The transfer away from the Auditor also means
DOJ Agreement’s proscribed 10 days, claimed
that Council is free to make changes that Hull Caballero and her predecessors opposed,
they were satisfied the appeal was handled
properly. No new information turned up in
which might include fixes to the CRC and granting IPR its own authority to compel testimony.
the additional investigation.
These and other powers could be used to “test-run” elements of the new system.
Case 2022-x-0001: Protestor Dropped to the Curb
The appeal delayed from the February meeting (#2022-x-0001*) revolved around a
person who said they were passively resisting the police during a protest in 2020 and
got picked up and carried, then dropped on the street. They also say the police took $30
from their wallet. All the findings were “Not Sustained,” meaning there was not enough
evidence to prove or disprove them. When the appellant’s lawyer provided new video
on the day the hearing was to take place, CRC’s protocols say they should have held
their Case File Review to determine whether there was enough information to hear an
appeal. If they felt the video would change the case, they could have sent it back for
more investigation. Instead, Caldwell appears to have made that decision for the
volunteer community members.
IPR Protest Report Not Shared with CRC
The IPR’s report on protests came as a surprise, as Caldwell never told CRC or the
public he was working on it. This is the second time IPR has released a report about
crowd control while CRC has had an active Crowd Control Work Group, but the
professional staff did not seek input from the community group set up to advise them
CRC members discussed strengthening
(see PPR #75). The basic conclusions were that the PPB didn’t document uses of force
their standard of review when there was
properly, making it difficult to identify officers accused of— or seen on video using—
no hearing at their February meeting.
excessive force. One key finding is that many community member complaints about
officer misconduct were about tactics being used which are allowed under Bureau policy. IPR suggests rethinking the policies.
CRC Talks Body Cameras, Standard of Review, Candidate Protocols
As noted in previous issues of the PPR, the CRC’s Policy and Outreach Work Group has been holding meetings about body
worn cameras, including inviting guest speakers from other agencies to discuss their policies. In February, the CRC’s Crowd
Control Work group also took up the issue, pledging to look at the intersection between the use of bodycams and protest actions. At
their March meeting, they went over a lengthy document outlining ideas for analysis and recommendations. It is not 100% clear
why the two Work Groups did not coordinate on this matter.
At the February meeting, which ended early due to the lack of an appeal, PCW member Dan Handelman urged the Committee to
engage in conversations about ongoing issues, which led to their re-focusing attention on the standard of review. The current City
Code says CRC has to recommend a finding based on whether a “reasonable person” could agree with the police supervisor who
attached the original finding to the case. For many years, they have sought to be able to use the “preponderance of (continued on p. 4)
*- Note, IPR did not use its traditional numbering system on the paperwork for this appeal, only using administrative investigation number 2021-C-0056;
PCW has used the appeal number for consistency’s sake.
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Commission to Design New Oversight System Moves Forward by Philip C.

T

he Police Accountability Commission (PAC) has been meeting to create a new Portland police oversight system to replace the current
Independent Police Review (PPR #85). The Commission spent their first four months in an Organizational Phase by determining
their values and goals, bylaws, agenda and scope, and community engagement framework.
In the next phase, the Work Phase, the Commission will identify the problems and benefits
of our current oversight system, consider advice from experts and other cities, and, if
appropriate, recommend City Charter changes to the Charter Commission. In this phase
they will also work to outline the structure and details of the new Board along with their
powers and duties, and develop a transition plan for the new system.
The City is giving the PAC 18 months to do their work and wishes to start the clock beginning
at the Commission’s first public meeting, December 9, 2021, rather than following the City
Council Ordinance 190694 which specifies that the 18 month time-frame starts when the Court
approves proposed amendments to the US Department of Justice Agreement (p. 1). Judge
Simon will hold a Fairness Hearing to review the proposed amendments on April 29th. The time-frame for the 20-person Commission
may be overly optimistic given the complexity and enormity of the task. Paid, professional city officials and staff took 13 months from
the time the ballot measure passed to the time of the first PAC meeting, while expecting the unpaid volunteer Commissioners to do all
of the outreach, procedural, and substantive work on a brand-new and complex oversight system within 18 months.
PAC Commissioner Miekelo Cabbage resigned at the beginning of February. Eight weeks later, at the same time Council voted to
clarify the Commission’s start date, they appointed Alvin Joswick to fill that seat.
We want a police oversight system that protects our population from systemic problems in our police bureau including white
supremacy, bigotry, sexism, ableism, other forms of discrimination, brutality, and misconduct. To make an oversight system that
works for Portlanders, we need the City to invest in the success of the PAC by giving them a flexible time-frame, funding for support
staff, funding for hiring outside legal counsel, being responsive to information requests, and quickly replacing any Commissioners
Note: PCW member Dan Handelman is a member of the PAC.
who resign or are removed so quorum can be maintained.

Citizen Review Committee

Hunzeker Fired for Info Leak on
Commissioner, But Will It Last?

(continued from p. 3)

the evidence” standard, which is less deferential,
more widely used and more easily understood. The Policy Work
Group was set to approve a one-page document outlining the
CRC’s concerns at their March meeting, but neither co-chairs
Shaina Pomerantz nor Vadim Mozyrsky showed up. The whole
CRC adopted the document at their April meeting.
Mozyrsky’s candidacy for City Council led to a long discussion
at the CRC’s March general meeting. In short, several years ago
CRC member Neil Simon had sought to be appointed to an
elected seat but was still allowed to participate in appeals
hearings (PPR #77). When current CRC Chair Candace Avalos
ran for City Council in 2020, Auditor Hull Caballero asked her
not to take part in appeal hearings, which Avalos respected.
Similarly, Mozyrsky agreed not to hear appeals. CRC discussed
making a policy for
people to take a leave of
absence while running
Oregonian, Jan. 21
for office, but did not
come to a conclusion. At
the April meeting,
Pomerantz, Avalos and
Mozyrsky said they had
t a l ke d p r i v at e ly t o
resolve the issue but it
was unclear what CRC as
a whole will do next.
Contact IPR at 503-823-0146

ALSO AT IPR/CRC:
—In April, CRC voted to keep Candace Avalos as Chair, and elected Yume
Delegato as Vice Chair when Pomerantz stepped down and resigned her
membership for health reasons. Gregg Griffin was elected to be Recorder, giving
CRC a full contingent of three executives for the first time in over a year.
—At the January meeting, Griffin gave a brief report on his attending the
National Association for Civilian Oversight of Law Enforcement conference.
—Auditor Hull Caballero made a public statement defending IPR’s reputation
the day the Oregonian ran an article (January 21) in which Caldwell said it was
hard to hold individual officers accountable for their actions at protests (p. 6).
page 4

Case Results in Discipline for Two Other Officers

A

lmost a full year after the Portland Police Bureau began looking
into who gave out unsubstantiated information regarding
a hit-and-run car crash, Mayor Wheeler overruled a lower proposed
discipline by Chief Chuck Lovell and fired Officer Brian Hunzeker.
Hunzeker, former President of the Portland Police Association (PPA,
the police “union”), had stepped down due to what was described as
a one-time mistake. That “mistake” was deliberately sending a police
report which accused Commissioner Jo Ann Hardesty of being the
driver of the offending vehicle to the media (specifically, to the
Oregonian). Hardesty was cleared a day later. The Willamette Week,
which devoted an ongoing column to following the case, quotes
Wheeler’s letter of termination
saying Hunzeker leaked the report
to get back at Hardesty for
accusing officers of setting fire to
the PPA building during protests
in 2020 (March 2). Hardesty had
walked back that comment, but
apparently it was still bugging
Hunzeker in early 2021. Lovell
proposed 12 weeks off without
Willamette Week, March 2
pay, stronger discipline than
recommended by the secretive Police Review Board, who had only
asked for two weeks off without pay (OPB, March 1). It’s likely the
PPA will appeal the firing and, based on the lower levels of discipline
proposed before the Mayor intervened, they might just win.
In addition, Officer Kerri Ottoman was found to have
inappropriately leaked the information to a conservative advocacy
group and Ken Le shared it with someone in Portland’s 911 call
center. They received one day off without pay and a Letter of
Reprimand, respectively. Three people working for 911 were
previously disciplined (PPR #84).
Curiously, the Hunzeker finding had to do with dissemination
of information (in addition to retaliation), but it would seem
giving out a police report about an incident which hadn’t been
vetted yet should be against the law as well. There is no indication
Hunzeker is being prosecuted for his action.
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DOJ, Compliance Officer Never Saw Biased Training Slides

(continued from p. 1)

PCCEP grilled the DOJ and COCL about why they had not seen the offensive slides back in 2018. They responded that
because crowd control isn’t a key element of the Agreement and the training takes place “off-site” (not at PPB’s training facility),
the Bureau never shared the presentation with them. This raises the question, though, why didn’t the COCL or DOJ ask for the training
materials, which are related to the key finding driving the Settlement: use of force. The discussions
happened both at the Settlement Agreement/Policy and Racial Equity Subcommittee meetings.
The latter is particularly important because the slide depicting peaceful protestors shows a
white man and a white child, while the slide about violent protests only shows protestors of
color. There are also derogatory terms and questionable legal strategies in various slides in the
110 page Powerpoint. The Racial Equity group sent a lengthy document with comments and
questions for the City to the full PCCEP at their February meeting, where it was adopted.
A good chunk of the January meeting not focused on the slides was the presentation and Q&A
with the Compliance Officer about their Q3 2021 Report. Portland Copwatch (PCW) published
an analysis of that Report which focused on what appears to be more Taser use against unarmed
people in mental health crisis, a recommendation to allow the Bureau’s Behavioral Health Unit
Oregonian, January 19
Advisory Committee to give guidance to the Portland Street Response program (despite that
entity’s deliberately not including any police, only firefighters and mental health workers), and another exhortation for the community to do
something about disproportionate demographics in policing, rather than the COCL making their own recommendations.
The Agreement is supposed to keep the PPB from using too much force, especially against people in mental health crisis. The majority
of officer-involved shootings since the DOJ came to town, apparently including the one which occurred February 19 (p. 1) were against
people in crisis. The DOJ and COCL may mean well, but overall there has not been enough change in what has nearly been a decade since
the Agreement was adopted by Council in late 2012. As a result, the Mental Health Alliance has called for Judge Simon to appoint a court
monitor— someone who works for and reports to the Judge rather than the City— to oversee the Agreement moving forward. Since
Simon himself floated this idea at the last status conference in December (PPR #85), such a move may be in the cards. If so, PCW would
like to be sure the person is local and is required to interact with the community.
See PCW’s analysis of the Compliance Officer Report at <portlandcopwatch.org/COCLanalysisPCW0222.html>.

POLICE GET MORE VOICE IN BODY CAMERA POLICY THAN COMMUNITY
he DOJ sent the City a letter in November indicating the ideal policy for body worn cameras would not allow officers to review footage before writing
reports. This is consistent with the Supreme Court case guiding police use of force, which requires an officer to report what they knew at the time of
the incident, not to apply 20/20 hindsight. Portland Copwatch (PCW) is not alone in supporting this policy idea; the consultants from OIR Group agree
(p. 6), as did the majority of Portlanders at a forum held by the COCL in January on the topic of body cams. Who doesn’t agree? The Portland Police
Association (PPA), which insists reviewing the footage will allow cops to write better reports. Generally KOIN-6TV,
speaking, people agree cops can view the footage after writing an initial report and amend the report with January 23
later thoughts, but the initial document must stand.
At the COCL forum, the PPA told community members that officers will not be editing the videos, and viewing
them ahead of time will allow police to “put things together to tell what happened” (KGW-8TV, January 24, via
the PPA Facebook page). They argue other Oregon agencies have pre-review rights, including Oregon State,
Gresham and Eugene Police.
On the same day they contemplated the remedies to the DOJ Agreement, including the mandate to equip
officers with cameras, Council considered (and eventually voted to accept) a “Request for Proposal” which
asks body cam vendors to say what a budgeted $2.6 million will buy. Buried in the paperwork was the intent
to hire six new personnel at the Police Bureau to review and process the footage; this is extremely problematic
as the community has said the police should not own and manage these data. PCW and other groups urged
the City to finalize the policy first, then ask for bids, so the purchase matches the desired outcome. They ignored this advice.
Ultimately, the DOJ’s letter is not being proposed to the judge as part of the remedies, despite concerns raised by the friends of the court Mental Health
Alliance and Albina Ministerial Alliance Coalition for Justice and Police Reform, because of the PPA’s right to negotiate over “working conditions.” This
does not, in our opinion, mean they get to write public policy around technology being sold as a means to hold officers accountable. Instead, body cams
seem destined to be used to criminally prosecute and spy on community members.

T

Money Which Could Be Spent for Other Human Needs Continues to Flow to Police Violence Survivors
Some Protestors Settle Lawsuits, Another Cop Escapes Criminal Charges, Munitions Restrictions Rolled Back
Copwatch’s parent group Peace and Justice Works commonly
Pnotortland
refers to the US military budget with the slogan “Money for human needs,
war.” The same can be said for the Portland Police Bureau’s budget, on
top of which the City pays hundreds of
thousands of dollars in claims against
officers for misconduct, particularly
stemming from protest actions. If police
would stop injuring people, we could pay
for more housing. A further $112,000
was approved by Council since January
for people injured at protests. Meanwhile,
another officer potentially facing
criminal charges for egregious behavior
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at the 2020 racial justice protests was let off, and the City
successfully lobbied the state legislature to loosen restrictions
on crowd control munitions put into place just last year.
In January, City Council approved a $19,000
KOIN-6TV
Feb. 16, 2021 settlement for Demetrus Batchelor, who says
officers broke his tailbone. Batchelor is Black and
was protesting at a 2020 event for Black Lives
when the police sprayed him with chemicals,
crashed into the back of his car, injuring him, then
threw him to the ground while arresting him
(KOIN-TV6, February 16, 2021). Two weeks
later, Council approved $22,500 for Lydia Fuller,
who was hit in the chest with a (continued on p. 6)
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Portland Police Shoot, Kill Man Same Day White Supremacist Kills (continued from p. 1)
Joel Michael Arevalo: Official Story Posted Before Investigation Finished
The detail about Arevalo not taking his hands out of his pockets, along with a claim that police found a gun nearby him after he
was shot, came not from PPB news releases nor investigative reporting in the media. Rather, it was posted by the Bureau on the state
Attorney General’s website on February 25— six days after the incident, and well before an investigation could have been fully completed
and a Grand Jury held. The official story reported in the news was a “disturbance” in SW Portland
where shots had been fired (Oregonlive, February 20) and that bullets (unclear whether from police or
not) hit empty rooms in the condominium where the shooting took place (Oregonlive, February 23).
Ralliers for Black Lives See Attack Minimized
Patrick Kimmons was a young Black man killed by Portland Police in September, 2018 (PPR #76).
His mother Letha Winston has been leading marches and rallies for justice ever since. Benjamin
Smith shot and killed June Knightly and shot four other people at the February 19 rally. Smith was
wounded by return fire; his injuries were attended by street medics who likely saved his life. It’s been
reported the police showing up on the scene ordered the medics to stop assisting the shooting victims
(and Smith). The person who returned fire was initially arrested. Once police and the District Attorney
reviewed “GoPro” footage of the scene, they declined to press charges. Smith, on the other hand, is
The PPB’s narrative of the Normandale
facing nine charges including murder in the second degree (Portland Mercury blog, February 22).
The Mayor and Chief lumped together a tragic shooting of several park shooting made international news
In related news: (a) a former
this AP story on the British
members of an immigrant family on February 20, the police shooting and including
PPB officer, now with the
Guardian news site on February 20.
this
white
supremacist
shooting
together
as
part
of
the
problem
of
ongoing
Multnomah County Sheriff’s
gun violence in the city (Oregonian, February 23). It would be worth examining that Arevalo was the fifth
Office, was involved in a
shooting (p. 7), and (b) two
person killed and the ninth shot by the Portland Police in just over ten months and that Smith, unlike the
current officers involved in
initial police assessment, did seem to have a political motivation for his violence. Community members
killing civilians received
called out the Bureau for its initial report saying Smith was a “homeowner” who got into a fight with
positive press for good deeds
“armed protestors,” when in fact he came out yelling for people to leave and shot unarmed volunteers.
(“Rapping Back,” back page).
Henriksen, Townsend Families File Suit
.
About two weeks apart, the families of Koben Henriksen, killed in December 2019 (PPR #79), and Michael Townsend, killed in June
2021 (PPR #84), filed claims for the loss of their loved ones to police violence. Both suits focus on police not de-escalating with men in
mental health crisis. Henriksen had encountered police, who de-escalated, three weeks before his death (Oregonian, March 4). Townsend
called 911 because he was feeling suicidal; the family is asking to change the Bureau’s welfare check policy (Oregonian, February 16).
For more information on Justice for Patrick Kimmons see <instagram.com/JusticeForPatrickKimmons>.

Protest Violence Lawsuits, Portland Cops Not Charged (continued from p. 5)
“less lethal” round in 2020. The City Attorney initially
responded by saying she couldn’t prove it was the Portland
Police who harmed her (Willamette Week, January 19). On
March 16, a $12,000 payment went to Julia Leggett for police hitting
her with a “less lethal” projectile in the leg in 2020, causing a
gruesome injury (KATU-TV2, June 8, 2020). On April 6, Council
approved a payment of $58,500 for Leo Hall, a man who was
walking with a cane and photographing a protest in August 2018
when an officer hit him in the head with a baton, causing brain
damage (Willamette Week, February 9, 2020).
Members of the public had to pull the first three settlements off
the Council’s “consent agenda,” a package of legislation usually passed
without reading the items into the record. At the March 16 hearing,
Commissioner Jo Ann Hardesty announced Council had come to
consensus that only settlements of $50,000 or more would be on the
regular agenda. Considering that’s a bare minimum to earn in one
year to afford to live in Portland, that is too high. PCW believes since
any settlement over $5000 has to go before Council, all police
misconduct suits should be on the regular agenda. Moreover, when
Council is discussing spending
Unlike Portland, where only one
taxpayer money to cover the
officer— Corey Budworth— has
alleged misconduct (settlements been indicted for violence against
don’t admit wrongdoing), they are protestors in 2020, nineteen officers
in Austin, TX are facing criminal
not having discussions about the
charges for injuries they caused
underlying policy and training
“beanbag” guns (KXAL- NBC
issues that led to these lawsuits. In withaffiliate
Austin, February 25).
another sign of how these cases are
not being taken seriously, the paperwork often describes them as
injuries sustained during “encounters” with the Portland Police.
After the District Attorney stopped looking into Officers Brent
Taylor and Thomas Clark (PPR #85), they also dropped the
investigation into Detective Erik Kammerer, despite video of him
page 6

pushing protestors to the ground and allegations he hit a
homeowner in the back of the head with a baton. The Oregon
Department of Justice was conducting the investigation and
claims there was no criminal activity (Oregonian, February 27).
In addition, Officer Taylor was not found out of policy by
administrative investigations into actions that led a judge to
find the city in contempt
of a court order against
certain uses of force.
Director Ross Caldwell of
the “Independent” Police
Review apparently said the
way Bureau policies are
written make it difficult
to find officers in violation
(Oregonian, January 21).
In Salem, the City told
Seriously Injured Man Gets $400K
legislators that officers found On March 9, City Council approved a
the state’s 2021 law limiting settlement of $400,000 for Kyle Odell,
use of chemical weapons who was headed to jail on a misdemeanor
and “less lethal” munitions warrant in Officer Peter Gill’s police car
confusing, and as a result in January 2020. Gill lost control of the
and, according to the City Attorney,
were not using any weapons car
crashed the rear passenger side into a
for fear of being criminally phone pole. Odell was described in a
charged. Despite strong news article as suffering “an abdominal
testimony from the ACLU of injury with internal bleeding that required
Oregon and people who had the surgical removal of over one foot of
been harmed by such his colon [and] a traumatic brain injury”
Tribune, January 25, 2021).
weapons, the law was (Portland
The article also says Gill was driving 53
amended, bringing the state miles an hour in a 30 MPH zone. He
back to what many see as apparently resigned in July 2020 before
facing discipline for the incident.
the previous status quo.
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COPWATCH SENDS STATE LIST OF 35
LAW ENFORCEMENT DEADLY FORCE INCIDENTS IN 2021
NINE SHOOTINGS SO FAR IN 2022 MAY MEAN
A LESS UNSAFE PUBLIC
or the eighth year in a row, Portland Copwatch (PCW) sent a list and
analysis of officer-involved shootings in the state of Oregon to the
Attorney General’s office, this time showing 35 incidents in 2021 and
a total of 339 incidents since 2010. The annual average jumped from
25 with a sharp increase in 2017, a level which was sustained over the
last five years, leading to a yearly average of 28. In 2007, the state
required all law enforcement agencies to report deaths due to officer
deadly force; PCW calculates that only 68% of such deaths since
2018 are actually posted on the state’s website. Meanwhile, there have
been at least nine shootings in 2022, all but one of which have been
fatal. If the current average of about five incidents every two months
continues, Oregon’s lethal force rate may actually go down this year.
In addition to the shooting by Portland Police in February (p. 1), below
are the other eight incidents from this year, along with the 35th from
2021 which occurred after we sent the last newsletter to press.
—On April 18, after a car in SE Portland rammed law enforcement
vehicles trying to box it in, an unnamed US Marshal shot at Roman
Culver, 23, who was wanted for murder in Washington state, wounding
both Culver and a passenger in the car (KPTV-12, April 18).
—On April 11, Salem Police Corporal Joshua Buker shot and killed
Tayler Shannon Osborne, 28, who was suspected of stealing a car
after the stop escalated into a “violent fight” (KGW-8TV, April 12).
—On March 31, Oregon State Police Sergeant Chad Drew and
Columbia County Sheriff Brian Pixley shot and killed Michael
Stockton, 39, when they say murder suspect Stockton fired a gun at
them (KOIN-6TV, April 1). Yes, the actual Sheriff, not a Deputy.
—On March 3, Oregon State Police shot and killed Alfred Calvin
Moss, 44, in Lincoln City after Moss led Tillamook and Lincoln County
deputies on a slow car chase, threatened a woman in the car, and
claimed to have explosives with him (KGW-8TV, March 4)
—On February 7, Salem Police Officers Chad Treichler, Griffin
McDowell, and Jonathan McNichols shot and killed Richard Allen
Meyers, 40, after Meyers fled from a traffic stop (Salem Statesman
Journal, February 18). An injured dog was in the car, it’s not clear
whether it was hit by police bullets (Oregonlive, February 7).
—On February 4, Crook County Sheriff’s Deputy Steven Hatcher shot
and killed Nicholas Rodin, 35, possibly in connection to a probation
violation, saying he had a gun and reached for his pocket (KTVZ21TV, March 25). Rodin had mental health issues, according to his
family (Bend Bulletin, February 10). This is the first incident Portland
Copwatch has found in Crook county since beginning this project.
—On January 26, Clackamas County Deputy David Fooladjoush shot
and killed Wesley Chance, 32, after Chance allegedly crashed his car,
jumped out with a gun and “confronted” other vehicles on I-205
(Oregonlive, January 31).
—On January 4, Multnomah
County Deputy Chad Phifer
and Gresham Police Officer
Mark Smith shot and killed
Roman Ivan Kokhanevych,
24, a bank robbery suspect
who had allegedly fired at
officers from a moving car
(Oregonlive, January 6). In
2021, Phifer moved back to
the MCSO, where he’d
Sheriff Mike Reese at a news
worked before being on the
conference about the January 4
Portland Police for 14 years,
shooting (KATU-2TV, January 26)
including his involvement in
the death of John Elifritz in April 2018 (PPR #74).
—The last shooting of 2021 was on December 24, when Albany Police
Officer Jim Estes shot and wounded Thomas Leonard Jones, 51, after
Jones allegedly walked toward Estes with knives saying he did not
want to go to jail over a restraining order (Oregonian, December 26).
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For the full findings of PCW’s 2021 statewide analysis, go to:
<portlandcopwatch.org/OR_shootings_letter0222.pdf>
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Many Plans Made But Houseless Remain Unhoused

A

number of plans whose supposed purpose is to house houseless
people have sprung up from members of the Portland City Council.
These have ranged from Safe Rest Village Sites to gulags staffed by
members of the National Guard. The houseless people, however, remain
houseless. Though most “cleanups,” as the City calls them, are conducted
by private agencies, Portland Police are
frequently used to protect the workers and
sometimes arrest houseless people on site. The
heartless sweeps continue including one near
the Moda Center so those attending the NCAA
“March Madness” basketball tournament would
not have their entertainment sullied by having
to look at those who have no other place to live
(KGW-8TV, March 15).
The plan proposed by Commissioner Dan
Ryan to establish at least six Safe Rest Village
Sites was supposed to be in place by the end of
2021, but none have opened yet. These were to
provide outdoor shelters, not tents, and people
would have access to hygiene resources and
various services. Perhaps the most bizarre plan
was proposed by former Mayor Sam Adams,
currently senior advisor to Mayor Ted Wheeler:
to force up to 3000 houseless people into three
large shelters on either city owned property or
private property obtained through eminent
Portland Tribune,
domain, patrolled by unarmed Oregon National
February 16
Guardspeople. Adams suggested the shelters be
implemented through executive and emergency powers. Fortunately,
concern by advocates for the houseless community has put a stop to
this proposal (Oregonian, February 12).
Meanwhile, the sweeps continue with people still having their
personal property, frequently clothing and bedding, seized and
presumably discarded. On January 30, the Oregonian reported that when
camps are swept, the inhabitants are rarely offered other shelter or
resources. The reporters spoke to people who’d been subjected to
sweeps. The O’s subsequent “correction” stated “The City of Portland
dismissed the findings of a survey of homeless individuals... primarily
because it included only individuals still living outdoors and not those
who had secured temporary housing” (Oregonian, February 4). We leave
it to the reader to speculate on the speciousness of this statement.
In response to the various solutions by Council members including
removing tents from freeways, not allowing camping within 500 feet
of the proposed safe rest villages, and prohibiting camping along streets,
a group of organizations came together and issued their own proposals.
One idea was to have property owners with empty apartments commit
at least one to be used as affordable housing and accept vouchers or
rental assistance. (Oregonian, March 20).
It is likely many of these emergency actions and proposed mega-camps
are the City’s way to come into compliance with a federal court ruling that
says houseless people cannot be moved if there is nowhere for them to go.
Meanwhile, there are still many whose housing consists of tents on the streets.
CITY CONTINUES ALLOWING BUSINESS TO PAY FOR FOUR OFFICERS
In mid-March, City Council considered an ordinance to extend the contract with Downtown
Clean and Safe (C&S), affiliated with the Portland Business Alliance, which lets the City
collect “fees” from the downtown area to pay for four Portland Police officers whose priority
is to respond to C&S private security (PPR #85). Public pushback at the first hearing forced
the issue to be delayed until April 13. A community listening session was publicized and held
a few days earlier, unlike one in early March where nobody showed up. The original plan
was to keep the system in place as-is for two years, then transition the C&S officers to be
paid for by public tax money over two more years. At the second hearing, an amendment
from Commissioner Carmen Rubio reduced the final transition to just one year, ending in
2025 rather than 2026. While the process led to a public discussion of how inappropriate it
is for private entities to fund police, the outcome is pretty much to keep the status quo and
then make the public pay for downtown business to receive special treatment.
MAY 2022
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Police Review Board Report: Three More Officers Disciplined for Protest Actions
he Police Review Board (PRB), which meets behind closed doors to propose discipline on officers found to have committed
misconduct, released its first Report of the year in February. In the previous Report, there were two cases of misconduct at protests
originally not found out of policy, but the Chief changed the findings (PPR #85). This time, there are three out-of-policy protest
incidents, one where it appears the Chief’s office intervened again. In the other two, the Board itself proposed “Sustained” findings
and the Bureau agreed. The new Report includes a scant six cases, only four of which led to discipline.
The first protest case is likely the case of Dmitri Stoyanoff, who was attacked by officers while holding a sign about registering people
to vote. The officer in this case resigned, apparently in the face of being disciplined; the Report shows a 4-3 vote against Sustaining the
allegation, but the cover sheet lists category “D” discipline, which includes days off without pay, indicating former Deputy Chief Davis
over-rode the Board. If this was the Stoyanoff case, the officer was Matthew Bigoni (#50904),
and the victim was awarded $100,000 in a settlement (also PPR #85). The case only came
before the Board because the “Independent” Police Review (IPR) and an Assistant Chief
opposed the original finding by the officer’s supervisor, who thought striking the man in the
knees before he was given a chance to comply was reasonable.
At another protest, two separate officers drove police cars through a barricade erected by
protestors without using lights or sirens. One officer was given Command Counseling while
another was never identified but was also found guilty. Three other vehicles followed them,
but did use lights and sirens. The majority of the Board found the officer violated policy and
endangered community members, but did not think the driving was “reckless” in part because the officer had asked their Sergeant before
crashing through the barricade. This case made it to the Board because IPR and Internal Affairs challenged the officer’s supervisor.
The third protest case ended with a Letter of Reprimand for a “higher ranking” officer who without justification pepper sprayed
someone standing near a car. A recurring theme is the Board asking for lenience based on the “chaotic” nature of the 2020 racial
justice protests, including a request to bend the rules for cops who are found to have used excessive force but are engaged in certain
special roles. In this case, the person was standing 5-10 feet away from a vehicle which had an open driver’s door and a running
engine. Even though the person wasn’t actively resisting, nor could the police know for sure they were the driver of the car, the cop
approached and pepper sprayed them to prevent them from getting into the car and using it as a weapon. Who sent this case to the
Board was redacted from the Report, a theme which also ran through this set of cases which harkens back to Portland Copwatch’s
(continued on p. 10)
urge to use the missing words to play “Police Review Board Mad Libs.”

T

Training Advisory Council: Chair Steps Down, Revolving Door Inspector Changes Again
Lack of Curiosity About Demographics on Force Use Continues

P

ortland’s Training Advisory Council (TAC), created in 2012, mostly focused on recommendations about how the Police Bureau’s
instruction could be improved from an academic analysis up until community member Shawn Campbell became the chair in 2018.
Campbell pushed the Council to make more recommendations and give feedback on trainings they’d observed. No doubt in part because
Campbell was hired to oversee Portland’s Business Improvement Districts (PPR #85), he stepped off the Committee in March, with
longtime member Jim Kahan taking over until elections in May. Under Campbell’s leadership, the TAC tried to push the Bureau to include
demographic data on Portland’s population in their required quarterly reports on Use of Force (PPR #75). The Bureau refused, leading one
member to quit in 2019 (PPR #79). The Bureau agreed to point to demographic data while asserting it is not relevant to the force data, which
usually show 26-30% of people subjected to force by the Portland Police Bureau (PPB) are African American in a city which is 6% Black.
A dismissive and questionable statement has been included since Q3 2020, but the TAC seems to have lost interest in the matter. There may
be a problem with continuity on the PPB’s end, with Lt. Peter Helzer, the fifth Force Inspector in two years, introducing himself at the March
meeting. Since mid-2019, the other Force inspectors have been Lt. Jeff Niiya, Lt. Robert Simon, Lt. John Sapper, and Lt. Chris Lindsey.
At their January meeting, Lindsey made his final presentation of data, with the Q3 2021 report showing Black Portlanders were 26% of
the people who had force “applied” to them. Not that one would know, since Lindsey, as usual, skipped over the demographics slide quickly.
The Q4 data, presented at the March meeting, were actually remarkable because the percentage of those on the receiving end of the night
stick (metaphorically— the uses of force vary from resistance to handcuffing up to “less lethal” weapons) was only 22% Black. While an
improvement, this still means Black Portlanders are having police use force on them at over three times their presence in the population.
Even with this “improvement” which could have been noted for public consumption, Lt. Helzer ran through the overall data quickly,
mostly focusing on how just one incident led to the huge spike in pepper spray use, making up 70 of the 77 reported applications.
Similarly, Lindsey announced that of 52 uses of pepper spray in Q3, 25 of them were in one incident. While those are causing anomalies
in the overall data, so much use of these “aerosol restraints” against single individuals should be raising training and policy issues.
Also, notably the number of deadly force incidents in each quarter are separated from other uses of force (as if deadly force isn’t force);
Helzer could not remember what the two incidents were (Brandon Keck and Joshua Degerness). Lindsey mentioned the dates of the three
in Q3 but said he didn’t know much about them because the Force Inspector doesn’t look at deadly force incidents (those were the
shootings of Joshua Merritt, Andreas Boinay and Alexander Tadros— say their names!!!).
Although TAC member Gina Ronning also sits on the Oversight Group for the PPB’s
new Focused Intervention Team (p. 9), she did not offer insight about issues the TAC
might consider around this gun violence unit. Portland Copwatch’s comment making the
connection came 20 minutes before the scheduled end of March’s meeting.
For what it’s worth, the Advisory Council did not review the lesson plans for Crowd
Control in 2018, when a slide deck full of racial and political bias was created (p. 1).
In January, the TAC passed a policy recommendation around the Bureau’s new
Restorative Justice program, which tries to divert people from the court/jail system by having them work with the survivors of the
crimes they perpetrated. If the idea is to steer clear of the criminal justice system, it seems once the officer has arrested the person and
this path has been chosen, there should be no more role for the police. That was not included in the TAC recommendation.
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For more information on TAC including links to their recommendations, go to <portland.gov/police/tac> .
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Are Portland Police Biased? Maybe, Say Consultants
Report Supports New Gun Violence Team Despite Racial, Political Data
IR Group, the consulting firm which has examined Portland Police shootings for the
last decade, was hired in 2021 to determine whether the Bureau engages in racial
or political bias. The study, released January 31, was commissioned after the leak of false
information about Commissioner Jo Ann Hardesty (PPR #83 and p. 4). OIR published
its Report a few weeks after the City revealed a training presentation equating people of
color with violence and called for police attacks on protestors (p. 1). The majority of the
76-page Report is an analysis of OIR’s survey of police officers, who believe they are not
biased. The first part of the Report ticks off the issues Portland Copwatch has been noting
for years: Black Portlanders are disproportionally subjected to traffic stops, force and
deadly force by the Portland Police Bureau (PPB).
OIR recalls historical incidents including when officers
tossed dead opossums on a Black-owned business’
doorstep (1981) and made “don’t choke ‘em, smoke ‘em”
t-shirts when an officer was to be held accountable for
choking Tony Stevenson, a Black man, to death (1985).
Yet the gist of their analysis is: “This creature has feathers,
a tail, a beak, and webbed feet and it says ‘quack’ but we
can’t definitively say it’s a duck.” The Report also holds
up as hopeful the Bureau’s third iteration of a gun violence
team which only got its start in mid-January, raising
Portland Mercury blog, Jan. 31
questions of aspirations versus reality. They also touch on
Bureau policies which have now been enshrined in State law to limit when officers can
pull people over for minor infractions like broken tail lights. While no significant change
has been seen in disparities, they say, the overall number of stops have gone down.
As for the Focused Intervention Team (FIT), which replaces the Gang Enforcement
Team and its successor the Gun Violence Reduction Team (GVRT), after eight months
the Bureau found 12 officers to volunteer for street-level enforcement around guns. Their
first mission went out on January 19 (Oregonian, January 21) and their exploits have
been used for public relations to calm the fears of a city plagued with a surge of gunfire
and homicides since 2020. As noted in “Rapping Back,” the police blame the rash of
shootings on dismantling the GVRT in June, 2020— even though shooting rates were on
the rise before then. The selling point for the FIT is a Community Oversight Group
which holds public meetings and, in theory, is making sure their work isn’t racially biased.
OIR encourages the police to make more connections with the community by making
Tik Tok videos and reaching out to colleges to recruit members. None of these ideas
work without their first recommendation: for the Bureau to apologize for past (and, we
hope, current) racial discrimination. There are also calls to investigate political bias,
examine cops who may be part of “extremist groups,” and, significantly, not to let officers
review body worn camera footage before writing reports (p. 5). Most other recommendations have to do with hiring, training, and the size of the public information office.
With regard to political bias, OIR notes community concerns about how police seem
to collude with right-leaning groups and attack progressive protestors. They also mention
the incident where Commander Erica Hurley urged a neighborhood group to vote District
Attorney Mike Schmidt out of office— an act which was found to be a violation of state
law. Hurley is being fined $225 (Willamette Week, December 11), but OIR notes she is
appealing the finding against her. They also raise the important question of why she
wasn’t held accountable through the administrative investigation into the incident.
One third of PPB officers self-identified as conservative in OIR’s poll, which should
have prompted a more in-depth analysis than wondering whether the Bureau reflects
the city they patrol. Not that voter registration captures nuances well, but Multnomah
County shows 55% of voters registered as Democrats and just 8% as Republicans.
Community organizations including the ACLU and the Oregon Justice Resource
Center blasted the Report in a letter they sent February 15 for not taking into account
more than a handful of community voices. They also point out the officers’ denial
of racial bias is itself indicative of racial bias.
Meanwhile, the Bureau’s stop data show a slight decrease in over-representation of
Black drivers, down from 18% to 16% in the Q4 2021 report, in a city which is 6%
Black. Pedestrian stop data show 25% of those stopped on foot or on bicycles were also
Black— three out of 12 people total. The PPB continues to assert they stop fewer than 20
pedestrians in each three month period, which is highly unlikely. When PCW raised this
issue in response to the Compliance Officer’s report on the US Department of Justice
Settlement Agreement, they deflected the idea in a dismissive publicly posted response.
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Find the OIR Report at: <tinyurl.com/OIRBiasReport>.
Find the OJRC/ACLU response at: <ojrc.info/community-letter-oir-report-on-ppb-bias>.
See the COCL’s rude response at: <tinyurl.com/COCLQ3reply>.
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POLICE OVERWHELM COMMUNITY WITH POLICIES TO REVIEW;
SHERIFF ASKS FOR FEEDBACK ON CROWD CONTROL
Portland Police normally send out Directives
Tin ahe(policies)
twice each month for public comment, often
package of several at a time. They posted a total of
25 Directives for feedback by mid-January, an
overwhelming number made easier for Portland
Copwatch (PCW) because our group has been
submitting suggestions for over seven years. The policies
often do not include major changes. A few times, the
PPB adopted some recommendations from Copwatch.
PCW commented on two of four youth-related Directives
in February and six more, mostly related to Use of Force,
in April. At the March Training Advisory Council (TAC)
meeting, Ashley Lancaster, the civilian staff person who
administers policy reviews said her program was moved
under the auspices of Inspector General Mary Claire
Buckley. When the TAC asked how they could help,
Lancaster suggested leading public discussions on
relevant Directives— a great idea, except the TAC only
meets once every two months and turnaround time for
comments is either 15 or 30 days. In late January, Sheriff
Mike Reese posted the Multnomah County Sheriff’s
Office policies on crowd control for review. Here is a
summary of some of PCW’s comments.
January: The first batch of Directives involved
accountability, reporting and Use of Force. While the
Bureau previously referred to our comments as not being
“actionable,” there were several times our comments
appear to have led to changes, some more than
grammatical. These included clarifying the Auditor’s role
in appointing civilian members to the Police Review
Board (337.00), documenting efforts to resolve
complaints before investigations (330.00), and dropping
the ability for officers to come to work somewhat under
the influence of alcohol (317.40). However, the PPB
continues to use the term “Not Sustained” to mean there
was insufficient evidence to prove an allegation of
misconduct (332.00, 334.00, 335.00)— although they
did change a reference from “not sustained” complaints
to “non sustained” to eliminate confusion between
referring to Exonerated, Unfounded and Not Sustained
findings collectively and that one category. PCW also
pointed out that the (then still-unfinished) PPA contract
would impact the Discipline Guide Directive (338.00) and
that a new state law technically gave the “Independent”
Police Review access to all Bureau databases,
encouraging the PPB to allow IPR to compel officer
testimony in addition to accessing data (330.00).
The second round included the Bureau’s policies on
response to people in mental health crisis (850.20-.25)
and to Active Violence Incidents (730.00), Identification
(312.50) and 635.20 Community
Member Observation of the
Police, which we call the
“Copwatching Directive.” Most
of these had no significant
changes. PCW again
suggested separating the
Directive on contact with Non-sworn policy
manager Ashley
immigrants and people with
diplomatic immunity (810.10) Lancaster at TAC’s
March 9 meeting
into two distinct policies.
February: For Directive 640.40 about investigations
on school property, PCW once again noted that the
policy doesn’t focus enough on the rights of
students—including the right to refuse to answer
questions and whether they have the right to have an
advocate present during an interview. We also noted
that the PPB is likely to remove reference to School
Resource Officers as that program was defunded in
(continued on p. 11)
2020 (PPR #81).
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King likely didn’t mean as reassurance for police to keep doing their
thing in the face of protests against brutality.
Portland Copwatch analyzes
the police ‘union’ newsletter

PPA Somewhat Softens Stance on Staffing

Our last analysis showed the Police Association’s fixation on crime
has been part of their lobbying to get more money for increasing their
Officers Friendly: Two Shooter Cops Get ranks. This was still true in two stories posted on their Facebook page.
Good Publicity
The first, from December 20, was an interview with KOIN’s Ken
Boddie discussing police morale and the uptick in homicides where
A few days apart, admittedly useful actions by two
Schmautz talked a lot about being short-staffed. Notably, the introduction
officers made headlines, repeated by the PPA. What’s not
to the story mentioned the lawsuit by Commissioner Jo Ann Hardesty
mentioned by the media, or the Association, is that both
against the PPA for the false
had been involved in killing civilians.
information leaked about her
On March 10, the PPA posted an Oregonian story
by previous President Brian
about Nathan Kirby-Glatowski helping a woman
Hunzeker (p. 4), with Boddie
deliver a baby on a downtown sidewalk, with
noting Schmautz had no
commentary thanking the officers, first responders and
comment on that.
community members who helped. The article notes
Another news story from
Kirby-Glatowski is trained in Crisis Intervention Team
January 25 on KPTV focused
training and the woman who gave birth was known to
on an increase in 911 calls
the Behavioral Health Unit. Interesting, then, that when
leading to only 38% being
Kirby-Glatowski shot and killed David Downs in 2019
CHESTER THE K9 TELLS COUPLE: “GET A ROOM”
answered in 20 seconds set
as Downs was pretending he had explosives while
against a goal of 95%.
Amazingly, the story posted on January 4 did not
holding a hostage, the specialized de-escalation
seem
to
have
made
mainstream
news,
wherein
a
Schmautz
told Channel 12
training did not seem to kick in (PPR #78).
couple involved in “lewd conduct” in a car fled from
that 911 operators (who are
Another incident which apparently happened on
police, crashed, tried to escape from officers who
part of the PPA) and police
March 8, but led to a news conference on March 14
boxed in the car with police vehicles, then ran away
being understaffed makes it
covered by KGW-TV8, involved officers Justin Raphael
on foot. The PPA’s post was to highlight that the
hard for cops to do their jobs,
and Tyler Wyatt coming to the assistance of a civiliancouple was found by Chester the dog, from the K9
trying to “rebound” from
on-civilian shooting. Raphael was the officer who
unit, “ringing in the first capture of the new year.” The
decisions made to cut the
quickly shot Koben Henriksen with an AR-15 rifle in
article doesn’t say whether Chester bit the suspects,
police
budget.
late 2019 when he pulled up and saw Henriksen holding
but notes they were found under a shed. The driver,
Schmautz’s tone was
two knives (PPR #79). One wonders whether Raphael
says the original story from the K9 Unit, was wanted
much more conciliatory in a
saw this as an opportunity to make good on his karma,
on felony warrants. A quick internet search shows
follow-up interview with
Chester’s nickname is “Chester the Arrester.”
responding in this case to the survivor’s request to hold
KOIN on February 27, where
his hand all the way until he was put in the ambulance.
In related K9 news, a crossposted PPB story from
Boddie noted the City had
March 18 offers congratulations to Officer Sarah
Raphael told KGW “we had to make a decision to sacrifice
just voted to invest $56
Burns, who made 10 captures in 2021— more than
our safety and go into this scene to begin to save a life.”
million
in police by adopting
twice
any
other
officer.
Perhaps
we
should
be
Two other key “friendly” stories were:
thankful the dogs weren’t called in on more suspects
the new contract. Schmautz
—Mention of Law Enforcement Appreciation Day, for
than that. Burns received a letter of commendation
encouraged everyone to stop
“those who give selflessly” (January 9), and
and a “morale patch.” Again, no mention of bites/
pointing to the police as
—Schmautz recognizing Martin Luther King, Jr. Day
injuries to the suspects.
the problem. Interestingly
on January 17, reflecting on seeing a plaque
Boddie, who is Black, made no mention that Schmautz appeared to be in
commemorating the “I have a dream” speech at the Lincoln
his office sitting next to a Blue Lives Matter flag (an American flag in
Memorial with footprints worn into the flooring beneath it.
black and white with a blue stripe representing police), which is seen as
Schmautz says we have to do better on equality, labor, and
a white supremacist symbol in police accountability circles.
working together, but nothing about ending racism and
The Portland Police Association does not set policy. However, some PPA leadership express
violence. He also admires how King urged people
negative attitudes toward citizens and civilian oversight in their web postings. We worry these ideas
to move forward regardless of challenges, which
may spread throughout Portland’s ranks. The PPA’s website is <ppavigil.org>.
–continued from back page–

Police Review Board Report: More Officers Found Out of Policy (continued from p. 8)
In the final case which led to discipline, an officer was given two weeks off without pay for driving 90 miles an hour in a
30 MPH zone without lights or sirens, leading to a collision. It’s not clear what happened to the person in the other car, nor why this
case was investigated as “Bureau only” when clearly a civilian was involved. The officer apparently had three similar incidents in the past
three years as well. When the PRB suggested the officer be moved to a position where they don’t have to drive, former Deputy Chief Davis
“declined” this to allow the officer to improve. The PRB also said to ask whether the Risk division at PPB could still insure this officer.
The two other cases in the Report are (a) one where an officer fired “less lethal” rounds at someone standing near a hotel during a
protest, but the finding was “Not Sustained” (insufficient evidence) and (b) what appears to be a female officer complaining that a
supervisor tends to assign women to clerical duties more often than men; the supervisor was “Exonerated” (in policy).
The Board made a number of recommendations, including two about leniency for officers who violate policy during
protests, a rather concerning idea which Deputy Chief Frome responded is already being considered.
Significantly, though the hearings all took place between April and December 2021, four of the incidents occurred
in 2020. No incidents of officer use of deadly force were considered, even though there are nine such incidents
from 2020 and 2021 which have apparently not come before the Board yet. The PPB once again quietly put the
Report on their website, leading to Portland Copwatch scooping the media with its analysis, even though it did not
come to our attention for almost two weeks after publication.
Find the PRB report at <portlandoregon.gov/police/55365> (note: this link may move in the near future to somewhere on portland.gov).
Copwatch’s analysis can be found at <portlandcopwatch.org/PRBanalysis0222.html >.
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Police Contract Renewed (continued from p. 1)

Enclosed is $20 to receive one year of the People’s Police Report by mail.
Enclosed is a sustaining donor pledge of $20-30.
I understand I will receive the PPR and all other mailings from Copwatch.
Enclosed is a donation of $_______ to support your continuing work.
Enclosed is $_____ ($20-45 sliding scale) to become a member of
Peace and Justice Works/Portland Copwatch.
Enclosed is $_______ for ___ copies of PPR #_____ and/or
$70 for a full set of issues #1-85.
I’m donating, but I don’t wish to receive mail.
Please add me to your email list. My email address is:
________________________________________________
Please take me off your mailing list.
Clip and mail this slip back to us at PO Box 42456, Portland, OR 97242.
Make checks payable to: Peace and Justice Works/Portland Copwatch.
Be sure your name, address & (optional) phone number are on this slip.

The People’s Police Report is published three times a year by Portland
Copwatch, a civilian group promoting police accountability through citizen action.
Issue #86, MAY 2022, print date 4/20/22. Portland Copwatch is a project of Peace
and Justice Works, a tax-exempt educational organization. Find more information
on line at our website: http://www.portlandcopwatch.org. Subscribe to the
PPR for $20 a year, or to order extra copies or back issues, send $1.00 per issue
to Portland Copwatch, PO Box 42456, Portland, OR 97242.
Lette rs / submissions welcome. Contact us by email:
newsletter@portlandcopwatch.org.
Web version created 5/14/22
For a full list of credits, see the print version.

Call us at (503) 236-3065 or email copwatch@portlandcopwatch.org for more
info. Report incidents with the police or Sheriff’s deputies to the Copwatch
Incident Report Line at (503) 321-5120 or incidentreport@portlandcopwatch.org .
This issue copied on recycled paper!

Bureau Policies

(continued from p. 9)

The Child Abuse Investigations Directive (640.30) was improved
as the PPB incorporated two earlier suggestions from PCW— to
be clear cops can’t question someone unless they waive their
Miranda rights, and that instead of asking officers to “be sensitive,” they are
now asked to “provide service in a professional manner with due care and concern
for the individuals affected.”
April: PCW made comments on the Bureau’s “Managing Public Spaces” Directive
(835.20), pointing out it’s really about sweeping houseless encampments. The
Bureau also decided to split up the Use of Force Directive, which was consolidated
just a few years ago, so that Less Lethal weapons, force reporting, and medical
aid after force are again addressed separately. Notably, though in only one place,
the Bureau finally listened to our concerns and made a distinction between
de-escalation prior to use of force and lowering the amount of force used once
that line has been crossed— they now call the latter “reactive de-escalation.”
Sheriff’s Policies
PCW submitted comments on the
Sheriff’s policies around Crowd Control
and uniforms worn at protests. We noted
that the first policy only had two
references to de-escalation, did not
remind officers about Oregon’s antispying law and seemed to overemphasize the use of weapons to
manage crowds. The second one reflects
Sheriff’s officers in riot gear
a state law which allows officers to wear
(Willamette Week, Nov. 20, 2021)
something other than their actual name
on their uniforms; PCW urged the Sheriff not to let officers blend into a faceless
entity like stormtroopers in a Star Wars movie.
As noted in the past, PCW appreciates that the community is allowed to comment
on Bureau and Sheriff’s Office policies. However, while a handful of our
suggestions were adopted, there is no good reason so many ideas are being
ignored repeatedly.
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public/private bargaining sessions truncated by the
pandemic (PPRs #79-80). Sessions resumed in January 2021,
pulled away from public view when the PPA demanded
closed-door mediation, which ended any outside scrutiny (PPR #84).
The text of the final contract was made available just two days before
an unsatisfying Q&A session on February 10, hosted by the City
Attorney and for-hire negotiator Steve Schuback. The overall gist of
this session, and at the “first reading” to Council on February 17th,
was that everyone did a great job and moved police reform forward.
Community members disagreed. PCW noted some language
indicates the City can decide who will compel officers to testify for
misconduct complaints, dropping the requirement for such interviews
to take place in police buildings. However, the contract is still more
vague than changes made to the City Charter in November 2020. To
quote Oregonlive (February 17): “Some pointed out the city failed to
eliminate a clause that says reprimand of an officer should be done
in a way ‘least likely to embarrass’ that officer. Others complained
the contract doesn’t address police overtime costs, restrict officers’
secondary jobs or require drug testing for officers after they use force.”
It’s telling the media used the term “complain” to describe a push
for demands which were presented to Council prior to the 2020
negotiations. One slight change: the “embarrassment clause” now
allows the City to update the public on the progress of investigations.
A non-binding side note allows the City to express sympathy but not
outrage, without revealing the discipline (with limited legal exceptions).
The section on drug testing adds “reasonable suspicion testing”
to existing random tests. However, it’s likely such testing already
happens if an officer has bloodshot eyes/slurred words; the issue is
whether using force/deadly force constitutes reasonable suspicion.
Meanwhile, the police can continue to get hired by corporations
as private security, even though they claim to be stretched thin and
supposedly everyone pays taxes and gets equal police protection.
Drawbacks also affected an issue expected to be an easy win:
firing officers who engage in biased policing. After Sgt. Gregg Lewis
made a violent, racist joke in 2017 and was given three weeks off
without pay (after the City initially tried to fire him), even former
PPA President Daryl Turner agreed the guide needs to be fixed. Yet
the new “termination” section says such conduct has to be for a
“misuse of police authority.” Would Lewis have been fired for making
that joke in front of officers he supervised? It’s not clear. The revised
“corrective action guide” (no longer called “discipline”) allows the
chief or the future police oversight board to make exceptions to the
category which the City refers to as “automatic firings.”
The PPA conceded to citywide expansion of the Portland Street
Response (PSR) program, which teams firefighters and mental
health specialists to respond to people in mental health crisis and
houseless persons. However, they seem to still have a heavy stake
in dictating what kind of calls PSR can take, and, because they also
represent 911 operators, have four out of sixteen seats on a special
committee being created to hash out details of the expanded program.
Other items not included by the City were removing the limitation
on the current oversight board from investigating deadly force and
the issue of body cameras. The key sticking point there was whether
officers should be able to view the footage before writing reports
(p. 1). The cameras are the subject of ongoing negotiations.
This contract is retroactive to July 2021 and locked in until June 2025.
By then, most City Council members could be gone, the new oversight
system will be in place, and institutional memory loss means the
community may have to start again from scratch to push for justice.
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Crime, Car
Chases and
Courteous Cops
who Caused
Community
Carnage
or what it’s worth, the Portland
Police Association (PPA) Facebook page is once
again visible to the community without needing to log into the
social media giant. Between December and mid-April, they
posted 32 pieces, fewer than usual. The majority (17) were links
to mainstream news stories involving the Police Bureau or the
PPA. The main theme once again was crime (nine posts),
followed by the “bluewashing” officer friendly category (eight)
and news about the PPA itself (four). Five of the stories had to
do with officers who were shot or shot at; one of those involved
a car chase from Portland into Vancouver, WA. A separate story
about a police dog (K9) revolved around a very different kind of
car chase (inset, p. 10). The PPA also posted a news story about
body cams, which we cover elsewhere in this issue (p. 5).
There was no mention of the February 19 white supremacist
attack on a Black Lives Matter-related protest or the officer
involved shooting that same day (p. 1). However, when protestors
committed vandalism after a Michigan officer shot Patrick Lyoya,
a Black man, in the back of the head, Schamutz posted two pieces,
one calling the protestors “violent cowards” (April 17).
It’s not clear whether the infrequency of posts is related
to the new President of the PPA, Aaron Schmautz, being in
his first six months of tenure, or if the PPA was distracted by
the negotiations for their new contract (below and p. 1).

F

Less than Two Years After Uprising, Focus
on Crime Ignores Race Issues
Three of four notable pieces about crime feature the new
Focused Intervention Team (FIT), which took the place of the
old Gun Violence Reduction Team (GVRT) starting in January
(p. 9). A January 20 KOIN-6TV story on the launch of the
FIT is accompanied by commentary from Schmautz tying the
uptick in homicides in Portland to the dismantling of the GVRT
in 2020. There is no mention about how the GVRT had been
shown to overpolice Portland’s small Black community.
Schmautz says FIT is a step toward a “safe and vibrant
community,” thanking the “courageous” officers who
volunteered for the assignment. The news story quotes Officer
Whitney Anderson saying she wants to see Portland as a “safer
place,” and Chief Chuck Lovell borrowing from the community’s
wish list— that everyone should be able to go home at night.
On February 18, Schmautz highlighted an incident which
apparently involved the FIT the night before, where people eluded
police in a vehicle. Officers who put down spike strips to puncture
the car’s tires were apparently shot at by the suspects, an action
Schmautz refers to as a “heinous and violent act.” Not that it’s
inaccurate, just such language can often be applied to officers as
well. The suspects drove into Washington state, where the PPB
was assisted in arresting the suspects by Vancouver Police and
the Clark County Sheriff’s office. Schmautz points to the

PPB Detectives
division (also
members of the
PPA) who quickly
filed felony
charges. The
post, titled
“on last night’s
violence and the
importance of
interagency
cooperation,”
includes images of
the alleged gun,
and the car which
appears to be
missing at least
two tires.
A KPTV-12 piece from March 21 outlined how the FIT
arrested a man in a stolen car and
Two other stories about officers
found drugs and a gun.
who were shot/shot at were a
A few days after FIT’s debut, the
rememberance of Officer
Colleen Waibel, who was killed
Bureau apparently ran a car theft
by a suspect on January 27,
mission which resulted in 18 arrests
1998 (PPR #14), and KPTV-12
in 10 hours, mostly on warrants. The
coverage of the funeral for
PPA writes this is a great example
Officer Donald Sahota on
of “proactive missions.” Again,
February 8. The PPA says
Sahota was a public servant
despite community awareness of
and a hero, but doesn’t mention
disparate policing, there’s no mention
he was killed by a fellow officer
of how many of the 18 people were
who mistook him for a suspect.
Black and whether the decision of
whose warrants to enforce is a product of bias. (continued on p. 10)

